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Abstract 
With the local chromaticity correction scheme [1], the 

luminosity optimisation of the e+e− International Linear 
Collider (ILC) beam delivery system is challenging. It is a 
long and complex process and its automation becomes a 
necessity. It was recently shown that it is possible to 
employ a simplex minimization method of the beam sizes 
at the Interaction Point (IP) [2], without adding any other 
constraint on the beam line parameters. To achieve this 
goal, we have developed a minimization code which uses 
analytical computations of the IP beam sizes based on the 
high order transport coefficients calculated by the codes 
TRANSPORT [3]. We also use the code TRACEWIN [4] 
which tracks a particle cloud and minimise the rms beam 
sizes at the IP to optimise the luminosity, and we compare 
the results. 

BDS OPTICS 
We have studied, for the two energies 250 GeV and 

500 GeV, the Beam Delivery System (BDS) of a head-on 
interaction region for the ILC, based on a new scheme for 
the extraction beam line [5].The parameters are the ILC 
nominal parameters as listed in Table 1.  

The distance l* between the IP and the FD is set to 
4.0 m. to keep the final quadrupole away from the 
solenoid field. The FD quadrupoles are superconducting 
magnets like the TESLA FD, and in order to extract the 
spent beam, a 28 m long electrostatic separator [6] is 
located as close to the IP as possible. A layout of the 
500 GeV version of the FD region is shown on Figure 1. 

For the line, we adapt the ILC 2006e beam focusing 
system [7] to the head-on case. To improve our chromatic 
correction, a sextupole is added at the middle of the 
energy collimation section. Figure 2 shows the optical 
functions of the BDS. 

Table 1: Beam parameters 

Beam energy (GeV) 250 500 
Repetition rate f Nbunch (Hz) 5*2625 4*2625 
Number of particles/bunch 2.05 1010 2.05 1010 
Normalized emittances γεx/γεy 
(m.rad) 

1 10-5/ 
4 10-8 

1 10-5/ 
4 10-8 

Relativistic factor γ 833.912 1667.82 
IP Beta functions βx/βy (mm) 20/0.4 30/0.3 
IP Beam sizes σx/σy (nm) 639.4/5.7 553.7/3.5 
Geometric luminosity L0 
(cm-2.s-1) 

1.20 1034 1.81 1034 

 

Figure 1: FD region optical functions at 500 GeV. 

Figure 2: BDS optical functions at 500 GeV. 

LUMINOSITY OPTIMISATION 
PROCEDURES 

The optimization procedure has to minimize, at the IP, 

the product ( ) ( )22
yyxxIP −⋅−=Σ . Two approaches are 

used:  
• We use analytical expressions of the rms beam sizes 

based on the beam distribution parameters and the 
high order transfer matrix terms. So, we develop the 
code LUMOPT [8] which computes analytically the 
beam sizes and minimizes their product. 

• We use the code TRACEWIN which tracks a particle 
cloud to the IP, computes the rms dimensions and 
searches for a minimum of the product. 

Both codes search for a minimum by varying 14 
elements (8 quadrupoles, and 6 sextupoles) of the BDS. 
The beam momentum spread is an optimisation 
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parameter. If needed, the beta functions at IP are matched 
to the nominal ones after the optimisation. 

Analytical Expression of rms beam sizes 
In order to express the rms value of the transverse beam 

sizes at the IP as a function of the 2nd and 3rd order matrix 
terms, we write the expression of the particle co-ordinates 
transport: 

)3()0()0()0()0()0()0( oxxxUxxTxRx
jkl

lkjjkl
jk

kjijk
j
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Where )0(
ix  is the value of the ith particle co-ordinate at 

the transport line entry, ijklijkij UTR ,,  are respectively the 

1st, 2nd, and 3rd order terms of the transfer matrix. 
We assume that the beam distribution at the beam line 

entry is a 6D Gaussian, then, all the odd moments of the 
beam distribution are equal to zero. 

The mean values of the co-ordinates are then: 

∑=
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One can write the 4th order moments as functions of the 
2nd moments [9]: 
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The 6th order beam moments can be expressed by the 
same way. So we can write the standard deviation as: 
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The matrix terms R, T, U are given by TRANSPORT. 
To keep the ''' lkijijklUU  terms, mathematically we 

should have to develop the co-ordinates up to the 5th 
order. Two contributions are missing, the 

'''' nlkijijkVT and ''''' mnlkijijWR terms, where '''' nlkijV and ''''' mnlkijW  

are respectively the 4th order and 5th order terms of the 
transfer matrix. But without the ''' lkijijklUU term 

contribution the optimisation is less efficient. In all cases, 
that beam sizes representation gives only an estimate of 
the rms beam sizes [9]. 

LUMINOSITY COMPUTATION 
To compare the luminosity resulting from different 

optimisation processes, we always use the same 
procedure. We track 6D Gaussian distribution particle 
clouds, truncated to 3 rms in lyyxx ,,,, ′′  and to 2 rms in 

momentum with DIMAD [10], by varying the beam rms 
momentum spread pdp /σ . 

For each momentum spread, we count at the IP the 
particles which are in an elementary cell, ni, of 

a )()( 12060 IP
y

IP
x σσ × rectangular surface, where )( IP

xσ and
)( IP

yσ are respectively the horizontal and vertical nominal 

beam sizes at IP, centred on the machine axis and divided 
by a 240x480 grid. The luminosity is computed by 
integrating the overlap of the transverse beam distribution 
on itself [11]. 

RESULTS 

500 GeV Beam Line Optimisation 
Figure 3 shows the optimised luminosity as a function 

of the beam momentum spread of the 500 GeV BDS for 3 
values of the beam momentum spread optimisation 
parameter. As one can see, in the 3 cases, the reached 
luminosity curves are close to the expected flat curve 
even if the initial luminosity curve shape is different from 
the objective. One can remark also that for the large 
values of the momentum spread parameter the 
luminosities are better at large scale but can be lower near 
the origin. 

Figure 3: LUMOPT optimisations at 500 GeV. 

Figure 4: Evolution during LUMOPT optimisation with 
σdp/p=0.5%. 
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The evolution during the optimisation process of the 
analytic beam sizes, normalised by the rms beam sizes 
obtained by particles tracking with DIMAD, and the 
normalised luminosities are plotted on Figure 4. The 
agreement between the analytic beam size computation 
and the particle cloud tracking becomes better at the end 
of the processes, since the non-linearities are reduced. The 
luminosity from particle cloud tracking does not always 
grow. The decreases are due to the limits of the formulas 
representation. But despite this, the evolution of the curve 
follows the evolution of the merit value. 

Figure 5: Comparison between TRACEWIN and 
LUMOPT optimisations at 500 GeV. 

The Figure 5 shows the comparison between the 
LUMOPT and TRACEWIN optimisations. The two codes 
give similar results and have the same behaviour toward 
the momentum spread optimisation parameter. 

250 GeV Beam Line Optimisation 
Figure 6 shows the optimised luminosity of the 

250 GeV BDS for 3 values of the beam momentum 
spread parameter. The starting point is close to the final 
state and the code LUMOPT obtains best results than L0 
up to 0.3% due to a dense core beam for the final 
distribution. 

Figure 6: LUMOPT optimisation at 250 GeV. 

Figure 7 shows the luminosity of a 250 GeV BDS with 
l*=6m. In this case, the luminosity decreases more 

quickly at large momentum, but it remains larger than 
0.88 L0 up to 0.5%.  

Figure 7: Optimisation for a 250 GeV BDS with l*=6m. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Both codes LUMOPT and TRACEWIN allow the 

automatic optimisation of the BDS luminosity. The 
obtained luminosity curves are comparable to the 14 mrad 
and 2 mrad BDS one. The code LUMOPT reaches its goal 
in a relatively short time in comparison with the time 
needed by the tracking code TRACEWIN. But, the results 
depend on the starting point, so we are studying 
improvements about the optimisation algorithm, the merit 
function, and the initial lattice tuning in order to facilitate 
the optimisation. 
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